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Abstract. Innovative solutions to societal challenges require the gener-
ation of creative ideas. Collaboration between humans and multi-agent
systems (MAS) is a promising approach for idea generation, yet foster-
ing creative discussions remains a challenge. This paper proposes Syn-
ergistic Platform for Advancing and Reinforcing Knowledge through In-
teractive Tools (SPARKIT) and SPARK-flow leveraging mind maps to
facilitate idea generation within a MAS framework. SPARKIT supports
idea generation with two types of large language model (LLM)-based
agents: Debater Agents and the Moderator Agent. Debater Agents of-
fer varied perspectives from their expertise, while the Moderator Agent
structures discussions into a mind map to enhance user-agent collab-
oration. SPARK-flow is designed to stimulate creative idea generation
by orchestrating discussions among these agents. A distinctive aspect of
SPARKIT and SPARK-flow is that the agents facilitate the discussion
and its structuring into a mind map, reducing the user’s burden com-
pared to existing methods. This paper compares different methods of
discussion using language models and reveals that the impact of the dis-
cussion method on the creativity of ideas is consistent between humans
and language models, with mind maps significantly enhancing creativity.

Keywords: Idea Generation · Mind Mapping · Human-Agent Interaction ·
Agent-based Discussion

1 Introduction

Addressing complex social challenges requires concrete and feasible solutions.
However, especially in the early stages of idea generation, the lack of diverse
perspectives due to insufficient information and knowledge boundaries poses a
significant challenge.

To address these challenges, research on digital tools [3, 35, 4, 25] and agent-
based systems [26, 13] that facilitate idea generation is advancing. These systems
enhance idea generation by presenting users with a vast amount of information
related to their input. Nonetheless, as most feedback from these systems is trig-
gered by user actions, it is difficult for users without concrete ideas about the
topic to utilize the system effectively.
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Fig. 1: SPARKIT: A system for facilitating discussions through mind maps,
involving Debater Agents, the Moderator Agent, and user interaction.

Idea generation requires organizing information. Mind maps are recognized
as an effective tool for visually organizing thoughts and findings. [38, 30, 32].
Furthermore, combining concepts is crucial for generating creative ideas [23, 11,
10]. While mind maps help in understanding the relationships between concepts,
existing tools [7, 12] primarily focus on their creation and do not sufficiently
support the derivation and refinement of specific ideas from them.

This paper proposes Synergistic Platform for Advancing and Reinforcing
Knowledge through Interactive Tools (SPARKIT), a system that supports idea
generation through discussions involving multiple agents and users, facilitated
by mind maps. As shown in Figure 1(a), when user inputs a theme based on a
problem they intend to solve, SPARKIT utilizes two types of agents based on
large language models (LLMs): Debater Agents and the Moderator Agent. These
agents facilitate the generation of mind maps and the development of solution-
oriented ideas relevant to the specified theme, thus enhancing the process of
idea generation. Debater Agents are dynamically assigned expertise based on
prompts, and they provide diverse perspectives to the user by presenting their
opinions based on that knowledge. Users can also participate as Debater Agents,
utilizing their knowledge. Furthermore, the Moderator Agent summarizes the
discussion content into mind maps, combines them, and proposes concrete ideas,
thereby alleviating the user’s effort in idea generation. Additionally, SPARKIT
has mechanisms to incorporate users’ opinions and preferences through mind
maps and ideas, steering discussions towards achieving ideas that conform to
the users’ objectives.

To obtain creative ideas, it is beneficial to discuss with multiple people who
have different perspectives. However, too many opinions can cause the discus-
sions to diverge and make it difficult to converge. In this study, we design
SPARK-flow, a method within the SPARKIT that uses mind maps to balance
divergent and convergent thinking in agent discussions. SPARK-flow draws inspi-
ration from existing research on methods of discussion for creative idea genera-
tion [2, 34, 21, 18], integrating them into discussions among multi-agent systems.
Section 2 describes the characteristics of creative ideas and existing research on
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methods of discussion. Section 3 explores how to apply these methods to multi-
agent discussions, and Section 4 analyzes the impact of each method on the
generated ideas. Our contributions are as follows:

1. We propose SPARKIT, a system that leverages multiple LLM-based agents
with different expertise and utilizes mind mapping to support idea generation
for users.

2. We design SPARK-flow, a method that extracts discussion topics and or-
ganizes them into a mind map, enabling creative idea generation through
iterative discussions among agents.

3. We demonstrate the effectiveness of SPARK-flow by evaluating it based on
five aspects of discussion methods and analyzing the generated mind maps
to reveal the factors in creative idea generation.

2 Related Work

2.1 Mind Map-based Idea Generation

Mind maps are tools that place a core theme at the center, with related keywords
branching out successively. This approach is beneficial for organizing thoughts in
a structured manner. Mind maps were proposed by Tony Buzan [6] and are used
in a wide range of fields, not limited to idea generation, but also in education [33],
language acquisition [30], and more. Employing mind maps for brainstorming has
been shown to enhance creativity [38] and increase the number of ideas compared
to using bullet points [31]. Furthermore, deeper engagement in mind mapping
tends to yield more unique ideas [24], supporting the theory that creativity
thrives on integrating new elements into existing frameworks [11].

Tools for automatically creating mind maps have been proposed, such as
methods that present technology and idea relationships using patent databases
[25], aggregate crowd-sourced ideas into mind maps [7], and alternate mind map
creation between humans and computers [12]. Although these tools ease mind
map generation, they do not support the crucial steps of extracting and organiz-
ing ideas from the created mind maps. In contrast, SPARKIT not only generates
mind maps but also offers support to utilize the information for the creation and
refinement of specific ideas.

2.2 Enhancing Idea Generation with Digital Tools

Several systems have been proposed to support idea generation by presenting
keywords [3] or images [35] related to the conversation topic. These methods
stimulate users based on the conversation’s content, thereby increasing the num-
ber of ideas. Nonetheless, the support becomes ineffective when the user stops
speaking, as feedback is triggered by the user’s utterances.

Cloud-based methods allowing numerous participants to share ideas in real-
time can prevent discussion stagnation and have been shown to foster increas-
ingly creative ideas over time [4]. However, these methods face challenges such
as gathering participants and integrating diverse opinions.
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The advent of LLM has introduced new possibilities for idea generation sup-
port. Tools that facilitate idea generation in a conversational format [13] and
those that autonomously generate concepts [26] have been gaining attention.
However, language models require user input to generate output, which means
users must take the lead in the process. Additionally, the novelty and diversity of
ideas generated by language models are often inferior to those obtained through
crowdsourcing [26].

SPRKIT enables the generation of diverse ideas through discussions among
multiple agents. Moreover, by structuring the content of discussions into mind
maps, the system autonomously promotes the discussion, reducing the burden
on users in generating ideas.

2.3 Activation of Idea Generation

Brainstorming is widely acknowledged as a method that fosters creativity. How-
ever, it has been observed that the efficiency of idea generation varies according
to the structure of the brainstorming session. According to Al-Samarraie et al.,
group brainstorming, where participants interact simultaneously, is effective in
producing a multitude of ideas. However, the number of ideas generated per
person is less compared to the format where participants think of ideas individ-
ually [2]. Furthermore, it has been shown that for generating creative ideas, it is
crucial to iteratively generate ideas within a short time [15], to engage in more
associations [5], and to evaluate ideas when creating them iteratively [21].

The integration of concepts is a critical attribute of creative ideas. While di-
rectly combining different concepts has a limited impact on creativity, it has been
demonstrated that adding new ideas based on already combined ideas enhances
creativity [11, 23, 10]. Therefore, exposing users to ideas from diverse domains
beforehand is considered effective [34]. SPARKIT leverages Debater Agents with
diverse roles to provide users with multiple perspectives, facilitating rapid and
iterative idea generation through the combination of these insights.

2.4 Evaluation of Idea

The creativity of ideas is evaluated using indicators such as novelty and useful-
ness [34, 29, 28]. According to Diedrich et al., novelty contributes more signifi-
cantly to predicting creativity than usefulness, and in ideas with high novelty,
usefulness contributes more substantially to creativity [14].

Kern et al. evaluated the responses to the Alternative Uses Test (AUT) us-
ing GPT-4 [1] in terms of novelty, feasibility, and value, with a notable positive
correlation observed in the assessment of novelty compared to human evalua-
tions [22]. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that the alignment between eval-
uations of GPT-4 and human evaluations strengthens as the agreement among
human evaluators increases [27]. According to Hackl et al., multiple evaluations
of macroeconomics test answers by GPT-4 resulted in an Intraclass Correlation
Coefficient (ICC) of 0.999, indicating the reliability evaluation of GPT-4 [20].
These findings suggest that GPT-4 can consistently evaluate the creativity of
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ideas similarly to human evaluators. Therefore, this paper employs GPT-4 to
assess the creativity of ideas generated by SPARKIT.

3 SPARKIT

SPARKIT is a system that supports idea generation through discussions among
multiple agents, facilitated by mind maps. We implement SPARKIT as a web
application. Users can edit the generated mind maps and provide feedback to
the agents by evaluating the generated ideas, as shown in Figure 1(b).

To generate creative ideas, it is helpful to discuss with people from different
perspectives. However, such discussion is not possible with only a single user.
Moreover, too many opinions may cause the discussion to diverge, making it
difficult to converge. To address this challenge, SPARKIT employs two types
of agents: Debater Agents and the Moderator Agent, and conducts discussions
using a method called SPARK-flow.

3.1 Debater Agents

Debater Agents are language models assigned roles through prompts and present
opinions based on those roles. By establishing specific roles, language models
can generate opinions based on the knowledge associated with those roles. This
approach enables the production of more detailed responses than those possible
without such role settings [37]. Additionally, by engaging multiple agents in
discussions, even if the responses generated by the language model are initially
incorrect, iterating through discussions can lead to improved and more accurate
answers [16].

3.2 The Moderator Agent

Presenting the opinions generated by the Debater Agents directly to the user can
lead to a proportional increase in text volume with the number of agents. This
can make it difficult for users to grasp the content. To mitigate this, the Mod-
erator Agent summarizes the discussion into a mind map, offering the following
three advantages: (1) Reduction of text volume by eliminating redun-
dancies This helps to control the increase in text volume associated with the
rise in the number of agents, thereby reducing the cognitive load on the user.
(2) Visualization of the relationships between concepts This representa-
tion facilitates the combination of concepts [33, 32, 30]. (3) Clustering topics
By clustering topics, it becomes easier to identify topics of interest, which can
facilitate the generation of ideas that meet the user’s requirements. Additionally,
supplying the mind map as a prompt to the language model enhances response
performance [36]. By summarizing the discussion in a mind map, the Moderator
Agent not only facilitates discussions among the agents but also aids in idea
generation by organizing and presenting the discussion points to the user.
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Fig. 2: SPARK-flow.

3.3 SPARK-flow

SPARK-flow is a mechanism within SPARKIT that orchestrates the flow of dis-
cussion among agents. SPARK-flow aims to: (1) generate creative ideas through
the synergy of agent interactions and (2) create mind maps to present the dis-
cussion in an understandable format for users.

SPARK-flow consists of three main stages: the Setup Stage, the Discussion
Stage, and the Idea Generation Stage. In the Setup Stage, the agents participat-
ing in the discussion are determined. In the Discussion Stage, Debater Agents
engage in discussions on the theme. The Idea Generation Stage then focuses on
generating ideas based on the content of these discussions. SPARK-flow repeats
the Discussion Stage and Idea Generation Stage in cycles, each referred to as a
round. Figure 2 illustrates the flow of the discussion and also shows the input-
output relationships at each step, with inputs being conveyed to the agents using
prompts.

The Setup Stage begins with the assignment of roles to Debater Agents
D = {pd1

, pd2
, . . . , pdNRoles

}. The participants in the discussion have a signifi-
cant impact on the ideas generated. If the role is not suitable for the theme, it
can lead to forcibly connecting the theme and knowledge, resulting in the gener-
ation of ideas that lack relevance to the theme. To address this, we prompt the
language model p to generate roles that are expected to yield creative ideas for
the theme. In terms of the number of agents, it has been confirmed that increas-
ing the number of agents beyond 3 to 4 leads to a deterioration in accuracy or
a plateauing effect [9, 16]. Therefore, we set the number of agents NRoles = 3.

While the amount of information generated increases in proportion to the
number of agents, some of it does not contribute to creative ideas. It is essential
to filter out irrelevant information to maintain a manageable volume of data for
consideration. To address this, SPARK-flow produces NCriteria evaluation criteria
C, used in later steps to assess items and determine their inclusion in mind maps
or ideas. In subsequent steps, the generated content is evaluated based on these
criteria, which are used as a basis for deciding whether to include them in the
mind map or ideas.

The Discussion Stage begins once the Setup Stage is completed. Debater
Agent pdi

generates opinions Oi (RawOpinion) based on the assigned role and
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Algorithm 1 The Discussion Stage in SPARK-flow
Require: theme,NRoles,NCriteria

Ensure: M
M ← None;
E ← None;
D ← empty list;
C ← empty list;
for i = 1 to NRoles do

di ∼ p(role|theme);
Append pdi to D;

end for
for i = 1 to NCriteria do

ci ∼ p(criterion|theme);
Append ci to C;

end for
for all di in D do do

Odi ∼ pdi(o|theme,M,E);
Pdi ∼ pm(g|theme,M,Odi);
Edi ∼ pm(e|theme, Pdi);
Mdi ∼ pm(m|theme,M, Pdi , Edi);
M ←Mdi ;
E ← Edi ;

end for
return M

the theme. Debater Agents are instructed to generate RawOpinion in bullet
point format, as shown in Figure 2, to enable a wider range of independent
perspectives than in conversational sentence format.

Directly incorporating the opinions of Debater Agents into a mind map can
lead to a complex and bloated mind map because language models attempt to
include all elements. To address this issue, the Moderator Agent pm performs
two steps before generating the mind map Mdi

(MindMap). First, the Moderator
Agent generates a clustered representation of the opinions, called PreMindMap
Pdi

, by extracting common elements from the opinions of the Debater Agents.
The elements contained in the MindMap and PreMindMap are referred to as
nodes. Although the formats of the MindMap and PreMindMap are similar,
as shown in Figure 2, the text within the nodes of the PreMindMap uses the
content of RawOpinion directly, while in the MindMap, these are summarized.
This allows the Moderator Agent to decide on the content to be included in
the MindMap by considering more information. Next, in the reflection step,
the Moderator Agent pm evaluates each node in Pdi based on C to generate
evaluations Edi , determining the priority for inclusion in the MindMap Mdi .
These two steps allow only the elements with a high potential for contributing
to idea generation to remain in the mind map Mdi

.
After each Debater Agent generates an opinion, the Idea Generation Stage

begins. The Moderator Agent selects nodes from the mind map to represent the
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core concept of an idea and chooses other nodes to combine with it, leveraging the
benefits of concept combination using the mind map. Finally, the selected nodes
are combined with the core concept based on the evaluation of the reflection
step, resulting in the generation of new ideas.

By structuring the flow of discussion, SPARK-flow extracts elements from
the discussion content that contribute to creative ideas and organizes them into
ideas using a mind map.

3.4 Divergent and Convergent Thinking

According to Guilford, productive thinking can be categorized into two types:
divergent and convergent thinking [19]. In divergent thinking, the ability to think
in various directions is crucial, with traits such as fluency, flexibility, and orig-
inality being emphasized in creativity. On the other hand, convergent thinking
is the process of consolidating thoughts into a unique answer. It is stated that
divergent and convergent thinking do not occur entirely separately but often
coexist.

SPARK-flow encourages divergent thinking by allowing Debater Agents to
freely express opinions based on their role. The participation of multiple agents
with diverse knowledge in the discussion enables thinking in more varied direc-
tions. Convergent thinking in SPARK-flow corresponds to the process of orga-
nizing these opinions into a mind map and generating ideas. To replicate the
impact of convergent thinking on the subsequent process, the mind map gener-
ated during convergence is referenced by the Debater Agents when generating
opinions. Additionally, this enables Debater Agents to reference the opinions of
others, allowing them to supplement or develop the opinions of other agents.

Research has consistently shown that creative ideas are combinations of
new elements or ideas with established technological components or method-
ologies [11, 10, 23]. In SPARK-flow, we apply this concept by summarizing the
content of discussions into mind maps, which encourages the structural discovery
of new relevancies and combinations. During idea generation, keywords are se-
lected from the mind map, and related keywords are chosen to form new ideas.
This approach enables the generation of new ideas unconstrained by existing
concepts and the utilization of language model knowledge to make the ideas
more concrete.

3.5 Reflection

The studies [21, 17] have consistently demonstrated the impact of evaluating
ideas during the productive thinking phase. It has been found that a single eval-
uation of ideas can enhance the quality of subsequent ideas. To leverage the
benefits of reflection, SPARK-flow implements reflection before mind mapping
and idea generation, and references the results in later steps to enhance creativ-
ity. Additionally, SPARK-flow adopts multiple evaluation criteria. This approach
encourages the generation of higher-quality ideas, even if the evaluation is low
from some perspectives, by combining them with other elements.
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Users can participate in the reflection step because all processes are con-
ducted in natural language. By evaluating the generated ideas and opinions,
users can clarify the ideas they are seeking, and the results affect the later pro-
cess of SPARK-flow. This is expected to lead to the creation of ideas that meet
the users’ needs.

3.6 Settings of Experiments

Dataset In this experiment, SPARK-flow was executed with 30 to 50 themes
generated by OpenAI’s Chat Completions API (gpt-3.5-turbo). The cosine simi-
larity between themes, calculated using embeddings from the Universal Sentence
Encoder [8], averaged 0.56 with a standard deviation of 0.036, suggesting mod-
erate diversity among the themes. In each step, specific prompts are given to the
language model to execute SPARK-flow. The Debater Agents and the Modera-
tor Agent were powered by gpt-3.5-turbo, each sequentially assuming three roles
for opinion presentation. To eliminate the influence of roles and evaluation crite-
ria, the comparative experiments utilized pre-generated common roles and three
evaluation criteria (NCriteria = 3). As a baseline method, we employ a technique
that prompts gpt-3.5-turbo to generate creative ideas based on a given theme.
In this paper, we refer to this approach as Simple. Simple has two variations:
Simple(w/ role) and Simple(w/o role), generating ideas based on a specific role
and theme, and the theme alone, respectively.

Idea Evaluation To compare the creativity of ideas generated by two different
methods, ideas from each method were presented to OpenAI’s Chat Completion
API (gpt-4), which selected the more creative idea. By ensuring the source of the
ideas was unidentifiable, we enabled an objective evaluation. It is known that
explicitly asking for the rationale behind the evaluation improves the accuracy
of the assessment [22]. Therefore, in this paper, GPT-4 not only selected ideas
but also generated reasons for its choices. Approximately three ideas per theme
and round are compared, with the win rate calculated for each theme and round.
A one-sample t-test was conducted on win rates of all themes to test the null
hypothesis that there is no difference in the quality of ideas generated by the
two methods. If the null hypothesis is rejected and the win rate of one method
exceeds 50%, that method is considered superior.

In addition to a comparison involving modifications to SPARK-flow, a com-
mon evaluation was conducted by comparing ideas from multiple methods against
those generated by the baseline method, Simple(w/o role).

4 Experiments and Results

4.1 Comparative Evaluation of SPARK-flow and Simple Method in
Idea Generation

This experiment aims to evaluate whether the ideas generated by SPARK-flow
exhibit superior quality compared to those produced by a conventional method.
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Fig. 3: (a) Win rates for two methods over rounds, tested against a 50% baseline
with p-values. (b) Win rate trajectories against Simple(w/o role) as baseline,
with p-values assessing differences. The symbols * and ** indicate p < 0.05 and
p < 0.001, respectively.

We compared the ideas generated by SPARK-flow with those generated by Sim-
ple(w/o role).

Figures 3 and Table 1 show the evolution of the win rate per round and the
win rate, along with the percentage of themes with a win rate exceeding 50% in
the final round, respectively. The win rate of SPARK-flow against Simple(w/o
role) was 91.3% (p < 0.01), and since the win rate exceeded 50% in 96.7% of all
themes, it was demonstrated that the ideas generated by SPARK-flow are more
creative than those generated by Simple, regardless of the theme. Furthermore,
when evaluating the impact of the presence or absence of roles on the creativity
of ideas, the win rate of Simple(w/o role) against Simple(w/ role) was 55.1%
(p=0.1), suggesting that the use of roles contributes to the generation of creative
ideas.

4.2 Reflection Improves the Creativity of Ideas

In this experiment, we investigated the impact of reflection on the quality of
ideas generated using a language model for ideation. The experiment compared
the effects of the presence or absence of reflection and reference to the evaluation.

The results of this experiment suggest the potential for reflection to improve
the quality of idea generation. The win rate when reflection was performed was
statistically significant at 58.4% (p < 0.05), and given its low dependency on the
theme, reflection is considered to play an important role in the idea generation
process. In idea-generation systems utilizing language models, encouraging user
reflection is key to leading to higher-quality ideas. These results indicate that
SPARK-flow enables the generation of ideas through discussions among agents
that cannot be obtained by a single agent.
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Table 1: Win rates for Method A in direct comparisons against Method B across
various themes

Method A Method B NTheme NCompare
>50% Win Rate

Theme Raio[%]

SPARK-flow Simple(w/o role) 30 450 96.7

w/ reflection w/o reflection 50 750 68.0

nominal(w/ role) interactive buildup(w/ role) 50 450 32.0

nominal(w/o role) interactive buildup(w/o role) 31 279 71.0

diverge-converge cycle continuous divergence 50 450 66.0

idea from MindMaps idea from RawOpinions 30 450 96.7

4.3 Comparing Nominal and Interactive Buildup Groups in
Agent-Based Idea Generation

In the discussion methods for idea generation, Girotra et al. suggest that groups
that discuss collectively from the beginning, termed "nominal groups," are less
effective in generating superior ideas compared to groups that engage in indi-
vidual thinking followed by group discussion, which they refer to as "interactive
buildup" [18]. This experiment aims to verify whether this insight is also ap-
plicable to discussions involving language models. When Debater Agents gener-
ate opinions, in the nominal group scenario, they do not reference the opinions
of others, whereas, in the interactive buildup scenario, they continuously form
opinions while referencing the opinions of others. Furthermore, when generating
ideas, all opinions are referenced and aggregated into the final idea. Additionally,
the impact of roles was considered, and comparisons were made in the absence
of roles.

With roles, the interactive buildup showed superior results, with a win rate
of 59.3% (p<0.05), which is a trend opposite to that of [18]. In contrast, without
roles, the nominal group showed a better win rate of 59.9% (p<0.05), consistent
with the results of [18].

Assigning roles to language models can be assumed to bias their outputs.
Therefore, in an interactive buildup with roles, opinions can be presented from
different perspectives. Furthermore, the experiment by [18] demonstrated that
interactive buildup facilitates the formation of ideas through the accumulation
of others’ opinions. Similarly, observations confirm that discussions utilizing lan-
guage models also enable the supplementation of opinions presented by specific
roles with insights from different viewpoints. On the other hand, when agents
are not assigned roles, they tend to answer the given task more correctly, result-
ing in a lack of diversity in the discussion. Furthermore, discussions by language
models differ from those by humans in that they do not experience stagnation.
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Given this characteristic, it is expected that interactive buildup among agents
with roles will provide the most beneficial impact by offering users diverse per-
spectives in idea generation.

4.4 Balancing Divergence and Convergence

In this experiment, we investigated how the balance between divergence and
convergence in discussions among debating agents influences the quality of idea
generation. In actual communication, discussions often oscillate between diver-
gent modes, similar to brainstorming, and convergent modes, which involve de-
tailed opinions and feedback. The effectiveness of these approaches in ideation
using language models is still not fully understood. In standard interactions with
existing language models, the user typically controls the direction of the discus-
sion. However, there remain challenges in facilitating efficient and independent
debates between agents. Our experiment specifically examined the role of agent
collaboration in managing this balance for enhanced idea generation.

To compare the balance of divergence and convergence, we divided into two
groups: (1) employing alternating divergence and convergence and (2) continu-
ously diverging. The first group’s agents would reflect and consolidate opinions
in a mind map after each discussion, while the latter group’s agents would imme-
diately proceed to the next discussion without this consolidation step. To align
the two groups, ideas were generated from opinions, not mind maps. We focused
on the impact of divergence and convergence on discussion content, selecting
ideation keywords exclusively from the compiled mind maps, and deliberately
not generating related keywords using the language model’s knowledge.

The results of the experiment revealed a notable trend: the group alternating
between divergence and convergence showed an improvement in idea quality over
time. This was evidenced by a statistically significant advantage in idea quality
compared to a simpler approach without these dynamics (win rate: 72.3%, p =
4.00 × 10−6). On the contrary, the group engaging in continuous divergence
demonstrated a decrease in idea quality over time, with a lower win rate of
66.3% (p = 5.50× 10−2) compared to the Simple(w/o role).

The findings highlight the increasing significance of the convergence process
as discussions progress. Furthermore, the large variance in win rates compared
to Simple (w/o) for both methods indicates that generating ideas from opinions,
rather than from a mind map, leads to unstable idea quality. This suggests the
importance of organizing information from discussions into a mind map before
generating ideas.

4.5 Enhancing Idea Generation through Mind Mapping

The comparative analysis conducted in this experiment focused on the use of
mind maps for idea generation versus the method of directly referencing the
opinions of Debater Agents. The aim was to assess how different methods of
summarizing discussion content affect the quality of the generated ideas. Ex-
ceptionally, in the Idea Generation Stage, keyword generation related to the
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Fig. 4: Sequential evolution of tokens and nouns in mind maps over three rounds.
(a) Token counts per round, (b) Total noun counts, including repetitions, (c)
Count of unique nouns, excluding repetitions, (d) New nouns not previously
appearing. The ’RawOpinion (round)’ indicates new elements per round, and
’Opinion (cumulative)’ shows the aggregate up to each round.

discussion topics was omitted to maintain consistency with the original SPARK-
flow, except for this alteration. When referencing opinions directly, all opinions
presented by the Debater Agents up to that point were considered.

Idea generation using mind maps demonstrated a significantly higher win
rate (89.3%, p<0.05) compared to the method of direct opinion reference. More-
over, the variance in win rates, when compared to Simple(w/o role), indicated a
variance of 12.3% for ideas generated from mind maps, as opposed to 28.6% for
those derived from direct opinion referencing. This disparity suggests that mind
maps are more effective in consistently yielding creative ideas.

The enhancement in idea quality attributable to mind maps is linked to a
reduction in information volume and the facilitation of concept association. Fig-
ure 4 shows the transition in the number of tokens and nouns in mind maps and
opinions for each round. Direct referencing led to a per-round increase of approxi-
mately 200 tokens, while the increase for mind map-contained tokens was limited
to about 30 tokens. This disparity underscores the efficiency of mind maps in
organizing information, thereby reducing the volume of necessary information
and stabilizing idea creativity. Figure 6 analyzes the hierarchical structure of
nodes in the mind map and the relationships between nodes. As the hierarchy
deepens, the similarity between nodes with the same parent increases, while the
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Fig. 5: (a) Trends in node counts across rounds, with t-test p-values for dif-
ferences between Mindmap and PreMindMap. (b) Token counts per node, with
significance tested similarly to (a).

similarity between nodes with different parents decreases. This indicates that
using a mind map makes it easier to combine related concepts with structural
hints, facilitating the generation of new ideas. The ease of combining concepts
considering their distance is believed to contribute to the originality of ideas.

4.6 Integrating Debater Agent Opinions into a Mind Map

This study analyzes how opinions generated by Debater Agents in SPARK-flow
are organized into a mind map. Figure 4(a) shows an increasing trend in the
number of tokens for RawOpinion, PreMindMap, and MindMap across succes-
sive rounds, indicating that the amount of information grows with each round.
This trend can be attributed to the Debater Agents referencing the opinions of
previous agents and generating opinions with an increased amount of information
based on those references.

While PreMindMap and MindMap are structurally similar, there is a sig-
nificant difference in their token counts. The token count for PreMindMap is
approximately 300, whereas, for MindMap, it is about 100. This indicates that
SPARK-flow references a large amount of information before summarizing it into
the MindMap.

As shown in Figure 5, the comparison between the number of nodes in the
MindMap and the PreMindMap indicates that the number of nodes in the
MindMap is maintained from the PreMindMap. However, as demonstrated in
Figure 5(b), the amount of text contained in each node is reduced. This organi-
zation of information contributes to the efficiency of presenting information to
the user and the handling of necessary information during idea creation. Present-
ing the RawOpinion directly to the user would require referencing the output
content of all Debater Agents. This leads to a tendency towards information
overload, with an increase of approximately 300 tokens per round, as shown in
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Fig. 6: (a) Number of nodes per Level in mind maps, with p-values from t-tests
comparing node counts of preceding Levels. The symbols * and ** indicate p <
0.05 and p < 0.001, respectively. (b) Similarity between nodes sharing the same
parent, and (c) similarity between nodes with different parents, respectively.

Figure 4(a). In contrast, the MindMap limits the increase in token count to
about 100, facilitating easier handling of information.

Figure 4(c) shows the round-by-round transition of the number of unique
nouns, revealing that the number of unique nouns increases with each round
for both methods. This suggests that the generation of opinions by multiple
Debater Agents is increasing the number of concepts considered. Furthermore,
when comparing the difference between the total number of nouns shown in 4(b)
and the number of unique nouns, the magnitude of this difference is smaller for
MindMap than for RawOpinion, indicating that MindMap significantly reduces
the duplication of concepts contained in RawOpinion. Additionally, as shown
in Figure 4(d), the number of newly introduced nouns is proportional between
RawOpinion and MindMap. This explains why the token count in MindMap does
not increase significantly, suggesting that the number of concepts presented by
Debater Agents decreases and the information selected is narrowed down.

4.7 Structural Analysis of Mind Maps

Creative ideas are characterized by the integration of new concepts with existing
combinations [11, 23, 10]. Additionally, as demonstrated in Section 4.5, utilizing
mind maps facilitates the generation of creative ideas. This section investigates
how the use of mind maps, through the analysis of their structural characteristics,
contributes to the generation of creative ideas.

In this study, we introduce a hierarchical structure for analyzing mind maps,
where the root node is arbitrarily designated as Level = 0. This categorization
facilitates our examination of the distribution and similarity of nodes across
different levels. Findings reveal a notable peak in the number of nodes at Level =
2, as depicted in Figure 6(a), followed by a substantial decrease at Level = 3,
where the presence of nodes is markedly sparse. While the number of nodes
at Level = 2 increases with each round, there is no significant change in the
number of nodes at Level = 1. Comparing the embedding vectors of the text in
nodes at Level = 1 across rounds, the average cosine similarity between the most
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similar nodes is 0.99 with a standard deviation of 9.6×10−5, indicating that the
content of nodes at Level = 1 remains consistent across rounds. This suggests a
strategy by the Moderator Agent during the creation of mind maps to reference
mind maps from previous rounds and not alter the nodes at Level = 1, thereby
maintaining the structure of the mind map. This approach likely contributes to
the observation that the quality of ideas does not significantly vary from round
to round, offering the advantage of providing users with organized information
that does not undergo drastic changes, making it easier to comprehend.

Semantically interpreting the hierarchical structure of mind maps, Level = 1
represents broad perspectives related to the theme, while Level = 2 provides
detailed opinions on those perspectives. The transition in the number of nodes
across rounds reflects that in SPARK-flow generated mind maps, broad per-
spectives are formed in the initial rounds, followed by the addition of specific
opinions in subsequent rounds. The analysis of the number of tokens in nodes
presented in Figure 6 reveals that, regardless of the Level, there is no significant
difference in the number of tokens contained in nodes, with an average of 5 to-
kens. This indicates that each node in the mind map consists of sentences of a
certain length, rather than just words.

By comparing the similarity of embedding vectors of node texts, as shown in
Figures 6(b) and 6(c), it is evident that nodes sharing the same parent node ex-
hibit high similarity, while nodes with different parent nodes show low similarity.
This suggests that combining nodes with the same parent node corresponds to
combining closely related concepts, while combining nodes with different parent
nodes involves merging distant concepts, indicating that the structure of mind
maps is an effective tool for generating creative ideas.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In conclusion, this study introduced the SPARKIT system and its algorithm,
SPARK-flow, aimed at enhancing idea generation. The experimental results
have shown that SPARKIT outperforms simpler methods in generating supe-
rior ideas, and the use of language models for idea generation aligns well with
human-generated ideas in various aspects. The employment of mind maps was
particularly highlighted for its ability to improve the quality of ideas. However,
while the results are promising, there are concerns about the reproducibility of
results due to differences in the LLMs used. This issue can be addressed by fixing
the model or using open-source models.

For future work, we envision further enhancing the capabilities of language
models through the application of reinforcement learning, as well as forming
multiple agent groups to promote idea generation from diverse perspectives.
This approach is expected to yield more creative and user-centric ideas.
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